Gait recognition has recently attracted increasing attcntion, especially in vision-based human identification at a distance in visual surveillance. This paper proposes a simple but efficient gait recognition algorithm based on statistical shape analysis. For each gait sequence, a background subtraction procedure is used to segment spatial silhouettes of the walking figurcs from the background. Static pose changes of these silhoueues over time are represented as a sequence of associated complex configurations in a common coordinate, and are then analyzed using the Pmcrurler shape analysis method to obtain gait signamre. The k-nearest neighbor classifier and the nearest cxcmplar classifier based on thc full Pmcmies distance measure are adaptcd for recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Vision-based human idcntifieation at a distance in surveillance has rcccntly gained more attentions, e.g., thc HID Program bcing supported by DARPA [I] . 'Ilk strong interest is driven by some potential applications such as access control far security-sensitive sihmtims. Its research focus is currently an gait, face or activity-specific recognition. As a newly emergent biometric. gait recognition aims at discriminating individuals by the way they walk. Gait has thc advantages of bcing nowinvasive and difficult to conceal, and is also the only perceivable biometric at a distance for personal identification.
Although gait recognition is a very new research area, therc have been some atlempls in thc recent literature [2-14]. They can be simply divided into two main classes [IO] . The first class. statc-space methods, considers gait to be comprised ofa sequence of body poses, and recognizes it through considering temporal variations of observations with respect to those static posts [2,3]. For instance, Murase and Sakai [2] presented a template matching mcthod using cigenspace representation to distinguish different gaits. Huang et al. [3] extcndcd the approach of [2] by adding canonical analysis. The sceond class, spatio-temporal methods. characterizcs the spatia-temporal distribution generated by the motion in its continuum [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The probably earliest approach to recognizing walking figures was due to Niyagi and Adelson [4] . They distinguished different walkers through extracting their spatia-temporal gait patterns obtained from curvc-fitting 'snake'.
Link and Boyd [6] used frequency and phase features from optical flow infomatian of walking figures to recognize individuals by their gait. More recently, Shutler ct al. [7] extended statistical gait recognition via tcmporal moments, and Bedbdelkader et al. [IO] used image self-similarity plot of a moving person to recognize individual gait. Compared with other widely uscd biamctric features such as face and fingcrprint, gait recognition is in its infancy. This is because that the existing approaches arc usually carried out under some simplifying assumptions that walking people move frontal-parallel to the fixed camera with a relatively plain background. Further, performance evaluation is also usually performed on a small database duc to the lack of a common gait database of rcasanable size.
hmilively, recognizing people through gait depcnds greatly on how the static silhouette shape of an individual changes over timc. To implicitly capture thc stmctnral characteristics of gait, this paper presents an automatic gait recognition algorithm based an the Procrusles shape analysis approach. For each scqucnce, a background subtraction procedure is used to extract thc spatial silhouettes of walking figures from the background. Static pose changes of these silhoucttcs over time arc then represented as a sequence of complex configurations in 2D space and arc analyzed by the Procrusres shape analysis method l o obtain gait signamre. The k-nearest neighbor classifier and thc nearest exemplar classifier based on the full Pmcnrsles distancc mcasurc arc respectively adaptcd for gait recognition. Experimental results on a rclativcly larger NLPR database demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has an encouraging recognition performance. 0-7803-7622-6/02/$17.00 02002 IEEEcomparing thc above extraction function against a suitable threshold dceidcd using the histogram method. As no change dctcctian algorithm is pcrfccl, morphological opcrators are used to further filter spurious pixels. Finally, a binary connected component analysis is utilized to cxuact a singlcsonnectivity moving region. An example of segmentation is shown in Figure I . 
FEATURE EXTRACTION

Segmentation of gait motion
Representation of silhouette shapes
An important cue in dctcrmining intemal motion of a walker is his or her silhouette s h a p changes over time. Far the sake ofreducing redundant information, we only use spatial edge contours to approximately represent temporal pattcm of gaifs. The extraction and representation process of the silhaucttc's boundary is illustrated in Figure 2 . AAer the spatial silhouette of a wallung subjcct has been extracted, its boundary can be easily obtained using a border following algorithm based on connectivity. Then, we can compute its shape centroid (xc, y J by where Nb is the total number of boundary pixels. and (x,, y,) is a pixel on the boundary Let thc centroid be thc origin of ZD shape spacc, and we can re-reprcscnt shapes as a set of boundary pixel paints anticlockwise in a common complex coordinate. That is, cach shape can be dcscribed as a vector of ordered complcx numbers with Nb boundary clemcnts z=[z,, q, . . ..r. . ..z,,af, where r,=xx,+i*y. Themfare, each gait scquenee will be accordingly converted into a scqucncc of such 2D shape configurations.
Figure 2. Illustration of shape representation
Wc nced a method that allows us to compare a sct of static pose shapes in gait pattcm and is robust to position, scale, and slight rotation changcs. A mathematically elegant way for aligning point sets in a common coordinate framc is Procrurres shape analysis [17]. In the following subsection, we will give a brief introduction to thc Procnrrrer shapc analysis method and show its application in gait recognition.
Procrustes shape analysis
Procnrstes shape analysis 1171 is a particularly popular method in directional statistics [IZ]. It is intended for coping with two-dimensional shapes and provides a good mcthad to find mean shapcs, i.e., a measure ofsimilarity of two shapes. A good review can be found in [ I I] .
A shape in 2D space can be described by a vector of k complex numbers, z= [z,, 12 Note that the superscript Trepresents the transpose of the complex canjugatc and 0 < dF < 1 . The Pmcrusrer distmce allows us to compare two shapes independent of position, scale and rotation. Given a set o f n shapes, we can find their mean by finding U that minimizes the objective function To find U , we compute the following matnx S" =~( u j u J ) / ( u ; u , )
The Proerusres mean shape i i s the dominant eigenvector of S., i.e., the eigcnveetor that corresponds to the greatest eigenvaiuc of S"[lll.
Gait signature extraction
Our approach u e s these single shape representations from a gait sequence to find their mean shape as gait signatures for recognition. The following summarizes the major stcps in determining the Procmsm mean shape for a sequence of shapes from n frames. e.g., gait pattcm.
1. Sclcct a set of k points from the boundary to represent a 2D shape as a vector configuration zj in the manner discusscd in Section 2.2. We tackle the point correspondence problem through intcr-interpolation of boundary pixels so that the set is the samc far each image; 2. Sct thc centered configuration. When we represent the silhouette shapc, we have used shape centroid as the origin of 2D shape space to move all shapes to a common center to handlc translational invariance. So, we can directly set u,=z,,j=l, 2, ..., n; 3. Compute thc matrix S. using Equation 7. Then, computc the eigenvalues and thc associated eigenvectors of mauix S,;
4. Set the Procures mean shape b t o the eigcnvector that corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue, and this mean shapc is used as thc gait signature.
CLASSIFIER
We try thrcc different classification methods, namely the marcst neighbor classifier (NN), the k-ncarcst-neighbor classifier (kNN), and thc nearest neighbor classifier with class cxcmplar (ENN).
To meamcc similarity betwcen two gait sequences, we usc the Proousles mean shapc distancc (MSD) in thc following way. 
EXPERIMENTS
To verify thc uscfulness of thc proposed algorithm, we have perfomcd a number of cxpcrimenls Also, wc present detailed analysis and discussion on thc cxpcrimental results.
Data acquisition
A digital camera (Panasonic NV-DXIOOEN) fixed on the h p o d is used to caphlrc gait sequences in an outdoor environment. We resmct the experimental SiNation to a singlc subject moving in thc ficld of view without occlusion. The subject walks to a stationary camera frontally, laterally, and obliquely (0" , 45". 90" with respect to thc image plane) rcspcctivcly. The rcsulting NLPR gait databasc includes 20 subjccls and four scqucnces per vicw pcr subject. These images with 24-bit full color are captured at a rate of 25 frames per second and the original remhtion is 352x240.
TIIC database includcs a total of 240 sequences. Thc length of each sequencc varics with the timc cach penan takes to traversc the field ofview. Some samples arc shown in Figure 3 . 
Processing
For cach scqucnce, wc pcrform motion segmentation using the method descnbcd in section 2.1. An example of temporal changcs in a gait pattcm is shown in Figure 4 .
Each sequcnce is accordingly canvcned into a sequence of shape represcntations with the associalcd configurations in 2D space in the manner described as section 2.2. Thcn, we can obtain their associated mcan shapes in the manner describcd in section 2.4. Further, we use the class average ofmean shapes derived from four sequenccs wiul thc same viewing angle of a subject as an exemplar far the class. Figure 5 shows plots of mean shapcs of four sequences and their exemplars, from which we can see that these mean shapcs have considerable discriminating power. 
Recognition results
Using MSD, We try three simple classification methds. In NN test, each sequence is classified as belonging to the class ofits nearest neighbor. In AA" test (M), we find the three nearest neighbors, and choose the class of the majority, or ifno majority, simply the mares1 neighbor. The exemplar method (ENN) classifies a sequence as the class of its nearest-neighbor exemplar. For a small number of examples, we need compute an unbiased estimate of thc true recognition accuracy using a having-one-out crass-validation method. First, we labcl the order from 1 to 80 for the samc-type gait sequences subject by subject. Thhcn we leave I11 -435 one example out, train an the rest, and &en classify the omitted element according to its differences with respect to the rest examples based on MSD. Figure 6 gives an example to show differences behvccn subject 5 (sequence 17-20) and a11 others.
The correct classification ratcs (CCR) are summarized in Tablc I, from which it can be seen that the recognition perfomance under frontal walking is the bcst. This is probably due to the averaging associated with the mean shapc analysis owing to less severe shape variations in such gait patterns. Although the results M encouraging, evaluations on a larger databasc still need to be funher investigated in future work in order to bc mare conclusive. 
Comparisons
Compared with past work. our mcthod has several advantages: I)
It is easier to comprehend and implement owing to its simpler feature selection. From the segmented silhouette images, past work extracted thc features including optical flaw [3, 6] , image self-similarity plots [IO] , and so on [7, 8, 13] We examined the recognition sensitivity of the same features to viewing angle and have obtained considerably satisfactory rwults. which is a more significant progress than previous methods.
Discussions
To provide a gcneral approach to human identification in unconstrained environments, much remains to be done. I) Although OUT results arc cneouraging, we arc limited in OUT ability to extrapolate them. Our sample size is still small and no steps are taken to ensure a random sample, though it is far lager than past databases. Wc arc planning to establish a larger database. 2)
Clothes will bring considerable cffccts on lhe shapcs of moving people. Our method is based on shape, so it is incvitably affected. In fact, except [SI, past work also rcsultcd from this intluencc owing to their direct use of motion segmentation. Creating more reference scqucnces with different clothes is probably useful to solve this problem. 3) As shown in our cxpcriments, there is no reason to expcct that extracted featurcs arc invariant to viewing angle. A useful experimcnt would be to determine thc scnsitivity of the features to viewing angles so as to enablc a multi-camera tracking system to select an optimal view for recognition. 4) Both static and dynamic information derived from gait plays an important role in gait recognition. To extract dynamic information such as thc oscillatory trajectories afjaints or limbs may bc morc useful for recognition. Thcrcforc, 3D human body modcling and tracking might prove to be of bcncfit.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a new gait recognition mcthad based on statistical shapc analysis. An improvcd background subtraction technique is used to segmcnt silhouettes from thc background. Shape changes of these silhauettcs ovcr time arc represented as the associated configurations in the common coordinate frame, and are then analyrcd using thc Pmcnrsres shapc analysis mcthod. Expcnmcntal results dcmonstratc that the proposcd algorithm has an cncouraging performance.
